Agrium Advanced Technologies offers a broad selection of slow- and controlled-release fertilizer solutions, making it possible for golf course superintendents to find all the products they’ve come to trust, such as Polyon®, Precise®, Nitroform® and Nutralene®—as well as many new products—all in one place.

For many years, Agrium has been a leading international supplier of nutrients and specialty products for the agricultural market, where we pioneered the development of cost-effective controlled-release fertilizers in broad-acre crop applications. Today Agrium Advanced Technologies continues to emphasize quality and customer service and places an even greater focus on the further advancement of polymer-coating capabilities and innovations.

As passionate innovators in our industry, Agrium Advanced Technologies is also committed to developing new technologies, products and practices that will help golf course superintendents do their jobs better—and more efficiently. In other words, we are committed to providing Smarter Ways To Grow.

Polyon® Controlled-Release Fertilizer

The famous green Polyon polymer-coated, controlled-release fertilizers give turfgrass professionals consistent, predictable feeding that lasts for months—all to help you grow healthy, beautiful, playable turf. Only Polyon uses the patented “Reactive Layers Coating” process to encapsulate nutrients. When activated by soil temperature, Polyon slowly and gradually releases into the soil to assure season-long fertilizing.

Duration® Controlled-Release Fertilizer

With Duration CR Controlled-Release Fertilizer, nitrogen is released slowly and continually throughout the plant’s growth cycle, resulting in precise, predictable feeding that lasts for months. Available in three longevities with various release rates, Duration CR will take the worry out of maintaining healthy turf, ornamentals and specialty crops while giving you the exceptional performance you demand.

XCU™ Slow-Release Fertilizer

XCU Slow-Release Fertilizer gives you more weeks of continuous green because the unique durable coating on XCU granules provides gradual nutrient release over an extended period of time. XCU has the lowest sulfur content (4%) and highest nitrogen content (43%) of all the sulfur-coated urea (SCU) products available.

Nitroform® Slow-Release Fertilizer

For more than 50 years, turf and ornamental professionals have relied on Nitroform® Slow-Release Fertilizer for steady, balanced feeding of nitrogen throughout an entire growing season. With its exclusive release properties, Nitroform is one of the safest and longest lasting, slow-release nitrogen sources available today.

Nutralene® Slow-Release Fertilizer

Nutralene Slow-Release Fertilizer is a premium methylene urea fertilizer that’s trusted by countless turfgrass professionals for dependable, long-lasting performance. Nutralene gradually feeds turfgrass for up to 16 weeks, slowly and evenly. Premium release with that longevity allows you to effectively nourish your turf throughout the season with fewer applications.
Arysta LifeScience North America turf and ornamental products is part of a global organization working to provide leading-edge chemicals, supported by independent research, for dependable results you can rely on. We are committed to investing in new technologies and products like ALOFT® Insecticide, DISARM® Fungicide and Disarm C® Fungicide premix, which perform consistently to produce healthy, high-quality turfgrass.

ALOFT Insecticide provides complete insect control in one product, which can be applied preventively or curatively. Nothing provides better, faster or longer control of white grubs, early-season adults (like annual bluegrass weevil, black turfgrass ataenius, billbugs and chinch bugs) and surface-feeders, including armyworms, cutworms and sod webworms. Total insect control in one application, any time you need it, saves you time, labor and money. Ask your Arysta LifeScience distributor about the ALoft® Unsurpassed Performance Guarantee. To learn more about the one-two punch of ALOFT, visit www.arystalifescience.us/aloft.

Introducing total disease protection in one container.
New DISARM® C is the first and only strobilurin and chlorothalonil premix with a unique systemic and contact formulation that provides the broadest spectrum control of 30 diseases, including dollar spot, brown patch and all major patch, spot and snow mold diseases. There is simply no easier, more cost-efficient or worry-free way to protect your entire golf course. To learn more about the best weapon against turfgrass diseases, visit www.arystalifescience.us/disarmc.

To request product literature about one or all of these high performance turf protection products, contact Arysta LifeScience North America Support Services at 1-866-761-9397.

Always read and follow label directions. ALOFT and the ALOFT logo, and DISARM and the DISARM logo are registered trademarks of Arysta LifeScience North America, LLC. The “One-Two Punch”, “Protection From Tee To Cup”, and “Double Protection” slogans are trademarks of Arysta LifeScience North America, LLC. Arysta LifeScience and the Arysta LifeScience logo are registered trademarks of Arysta LifeScience Corporation. ©2008 Arysta LifeScience North America, LLC.

Greens Control with Fairway Affordability.
Extensive university trials and use on working golf courses have proven that DISARM Fungicide provides unsurpassed strobilurin disease control, equal to or better than competitive strobilurins, but at a more affordable cost per acre than competitive strobilurins. So you can apply DISARM cost-effectively on fairways, greens and tees throughout your entire course. Used alone or in combination with other non-strobilurin fungicides, DISARM controls major turfgrass diseases, including brown patch, zoysia patch, summer patch, gray leaf spot, anthracnose and pythium. Plus, it is the only strobilurin labeled for control of light-to-moderate infestations of dollar spot. To learn more, visit www.arystalifescience.us/disarm.
Download the Turf Nutrition Tool and see the BIG SAVINGS of a Contec DG® program!

The Turf Nutrition Tool (TNT) is a Microsoft Excel-based turf nutrition modeling program. It is designed to allow the turf manager to model the resulting turf response from a nitrogen-containing application under a variety of climatic conditions (warm and cool season) and use rates for an entire 12-month season. The desired turf response can be simulated and “dialed in” using the appropriate nutrient application rate and timing.

When compared with a full-season liquid application program, the cost is much lower while the levels of nutrients are much higher!

Your greens are your most important asset. Baseline nutrition (N, P and K) is a critical part of their nutrition program. Contec DG provides the unique benefits of dispersibility plus cost-effective baseline nutrition.

Create your own program using Contec DG with the TNT program calculator. You’ll see how you can provide more baseline nutrition at a lower annual cost.

Download the TNT at www.ContecDG.com. Also listen to “User Experiences” and hear what other superintendents are saying about Contec DG. To locate a distributor near you, call 800-253-5296.

TNT, Contec DG® and DG Man are trademarks of The Andersons, Inc.
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Headquartered in Research Triangle Park, N.C., the BASF Turf & Ornamentals business group develops and markets chemical solutions for improving turf quality through pest management. BASF Turf & Ornamentals offers a comprehensive portfolio of products specifically designed to help keep turf weed-free, disease-free and insect-free, while maximizing efficiency of labor and other resources.

Drive® XLR8 herbicide is the latest technology in providing unsurpassed crabgrass control. A proprietary, water-based formulation, Drive XLR8 is rainfast in less than an hour and provides excellent residual control for up to 30 to 45 days with a single application. This new formulation by BASF delivers quicker uptake by the plant resulting in faster, more effective weed control. Drive XLR8 even controls crabgrass in the mature stages and improves the control of torpedograss, kikuyugrass, several broadleaves including clover and numerous other troublesome weeds.

Newly registered Onetime™ herbicide by BASF is a soluble liquid formulation that controls more than 70 annual broadleaf and grassy weeds. Onetime combines the new liquid-quinclorac-based Drive® XLR8 herbicide with MCPP-P and dicamba. Its Drive XLR8 component provides fast entry into the plant, rainfastness in 30 minutes and more effective and consistent control of grassy and broadleaf weeds than other products. Turf tolerance for Onetime includes both cool- and warm-season grasses. Onetime can be tank-mixed with most other commonly used products, including pendimethalin-based Pendulum® herbicide to enhance residual control.

Trinity™ fungicide delivers unbeatable value for preventive and curative control of a broad spectrum of diseases. When used as directed, Trinity:
- Controls a broad spectrum of diseases for up to 28 days including anthracnose, brown patch, take-all patch, summer patch and dollar spot.
- Can be used on greens and fairways even during summer stress periods that limit other SI (DMI) fungicides.
- Is an effective and economical tank mix partner with Insignia fungicide for improved broad spectrum control of troublesome diseases.
- Suppresses algae.

Insignia® fungicide controls an exceptionally broad spectrum of turf diseases, with long-term results. In fact, Insignia has shown excellent residual control on many turf diseases, reducing your labor and materials costs and enhancing your peace of mind. When used as directed, Insignia:
- Controls key turf diseases for up to 28 days.
- Delivers better control of the top five diseases than other strobilurins.
- Suppresses dollar spot.

Emerald® fungicide works differently than anything else you’ve seen used to control dollar spot. Emerald disrupts fungal growth and development, halting disease development. Both the mode and site of action of Emerald differ from any other fungicides used to control dollar spot, which is why Emerald can effectively control pathogens that have developed resistance to other fungicides. When used as directed, Emerald:
- Provides unprecedented dollar spot control in virtually every major turf species, and in every region of the U.S.
- Delivers better dollar spot control in bentgrass than other fungicides.
- Gives superintendents a true resistance-management tool.
- Uses low use rates and provides strong residual control.

Curalan EG fungicide offers economical, effective dollar-spot control in cool- and warm-season turfgrasses. Curalan also controls eight other diseases, including brown patch, leaf spot, red thread and melting out. Curalan provides strong, preventive protection with a long residual that results in significant cost savings when compared with many other fungicides.
When your job depends on green, healthy turf, you need quality products that deliver consistent, reliable results. Bayer Environmental Science offers a complete line of turf-care products that guarantee you cutting edge technology and the highest performance standards, season after season.

Bayer sets the industry's standard for disease, insect and weed control. Whether you're fighting unsightly weeds, destructive insects or tough diseases, you can count on Bayer products to protect your turf.

Backed by Bayer means we're building on an already solid foundation of proven products to help you succeed.

**Merit** revolutionized grub control with outstanding preventive and curative predamage control from egg-lay through second instar. Merit also provides control of mole crickets and a variety of other pests at use rates lower than most currently registered turf soil insecticides. Its unique mode of action allows Merit to provide strong residual activity and superior biological performance.

**Chipco Triton** is the newest generation demethylation inhibitor (DMI) class of chemistry and offers the lowest use rates of any DMI fungicide on the market. It provides excellent control of anthracnose, dollar spot and brown patch, as well as other key diseases. Even better, when you combine Triton with other Bayer products containing StressGard™, like Chipco® Signature, you get unbeatable protection against the stress your golf course faces, even in the summer heat.

**Revolver** provides post-emergent control of a variety of unsightly grasses, including *Poa annua*, goosegrass and others, in bermudagrass and zoysiagrass. Revolver also smooths transition by controlling clumpy ryegrass and *Poa trivialis*. Based on foramsulfuron, Revolver's unique mode of action helps manage resistance.

**Chipco Signature** is the foundation of summer and winter decline programs. With multiple applications before turf stress hits, Signature activates turf plants' natural immune systems to ward off diseases in cool- and warm-season turf, improving turf quality. Signature contains StressGard™ technology and makes an excellent tank mix with other fungicides for season-long healthy turf.

**RONSTAR FLO**

The new formulation of Ronstar offers greater flexibility and ease of application. It disperses easily in water and mixes well in the spray tank. Ronstar Flo is registered for use on dormant established bermudagrass, zoysiagrass and St. Augustine-grass golf course turf. The product provides impressive preemergent control of goosegrass, crabgrass, annual bluegrass and other tough turf weeds, such as annual sedge.

A dual-action insecticide, Allectus provides broad-spectrum insect control both above and below the soil surface. The product controls white grubs as well as mole crickets, armyworms, cutworms, billbugs and many more turf pests. Available in a variety of convenient formulations, Allectus provides broad-spectrum insect control with minimal environmental impact.

**Tartan** fungicide delivers lush, healthy, beautiful turf along with superior, 21-day control of dollar spot, brown patch and a broad spectrum of other diseases. Developed specifically for golf courses, Tartan contains StressGard™, which helps fight turf stress and manage turf health even in the worst summer heat. Tartan has contact and systemic action for both preventive and curative control, making it an excellent choice for fairways, greens and roughs.
For more than 70 years, Cleary has supplied the fine turf and ornamental industries with superior quality plant protection products, using the most up-to-date technology. First-hand experience with Tara Greens, our corporate-owned and maintained golf course, helps us appreciate the challenges encountered by turf and ornamental professionals. Our technical expertise in solving problems related to diseases, insects or application needs is our outstanding service contribution to the industry. We participate nationally in numerous trade shows, education conferences and field days. Should you have a question or a problem, technical support can be obtained through our recently updated web site, the Field Technical Sales Representative nearest you or through our toll-free number. Our experts will be happy to provide the guidance necessary to answer any questions.

3336 PLUS with ClearTec™ Activation Technology™ is a highly effective broad-spectrum fungicide for fairways. 3336 PLUS delivers enhanced efficacy and up to 50% longer-lasting disease control on golf fairways compared with any other thiophanate-methyl product, all while using less active ingredient at effective use rates. 3336 PLUS provides broad-spectrum disease control for fairway diseases such as dollar spot, brown patch, grey leaf spot and pink snow mold.

Protect DF is an economical contact fungicide effective against foliar turf diseases. A 75% mancozeb formulation, Protect is used for the control of 13 turf diseases.

26/36 is a premixed combination of two trusted turf and ornamental fungicides, iprodione and thiophanate methyl, which provide better resistance management with long lasting disease control. The contact and systemic activity of 26/36 is effective against a broad spectrum of diseases such as dollar spot, brown patch, anthracnose, leaf spot, fusarium patch and zoysia patch.

Endorse™ Translaminar Fungicide for Turf is a broad-spectrum fungicide with an exclusive mode of action. Endorse provides excellent control of Patch diseases such as Yellow and Brown Patch and is also a great performer against Anthracnose and Fairy Ring. The unique chemistry in Endorse makes it a great rotational fungicide to help manage resistance. Endorse is "soft" on grasses during hot and stressful conditions because Endorse has a unique mode of action that doesn’t regulate growth of turf in the summer. Rotating Endorse into your summer fungicide program will help you manage summer stress—and control the toughest diseases on your tees, greens and fairways.

Spectro™ 90 WDG Turf & Ornamental Fungicide combines two top disease-controlling products, Cleary 3336™ and Daconil, into one easy-to-use water-dispersible granular formulation. Spectro saves you the time, trouble and worry of tank mixing. Spectro’s unique formulation provides both contact and systemic activity for both Dollar Spot and 15 other tough diseases.

Alude™ Systemic Fungicide is your solution to the prevention of Pythium and Anthracnose on fine turf. Alude is a unique, stable liquid formulation of the phosphonate class of fungicides that does not contain aluminum like some of the other pythium materials. Alude, with its rapid foliar uptake and complete systemic activity, prevents Pythium right down to the plant’s roots. In fact, Alude is so fast-acting it can be applied preventively several days or even hours before a suspected outbreak of Pythium blight, saving you time and labor, but more importantly, saving your greens and tees.
DuPont is a science company. Founded in 1802, DuPont puts science to work by creating sustainable solutions essential to a better, safer, healthier life for people everywhere. The core values of DuPont are the cornerstone of who we are and what we stand for. They are: safety and health, environmental stewardship, highest ethical behavior, and respect for people. DuPont Professional Products brings the company’s tradition of science, innovation and safety to the turf and ornamental industry.

**DuPont™ Acelepryn™ insecticide** is proven to control every key turf-damaging white grub species and other key pests such as the annual bluegrass weevil, billbugs and caterpillars. Turf professionals can now control multiple pests with a single, early application, eliminating at least one treatment to control surface feeders and saving time and money later in the season. Acelepryn™ is a new class of chemistry that provides excellent control at the lowest application rate ever utilized for white grubs. Acelepryn™ has the lowest water solubility of any white grub control product and a reduced-risk classification from the EPA. The liquid formulation of Acelepryn™ is available now. In time for the 2009 grub season, look for the granular formulation as well as fertilizer with Acelepryn™.

**DuPont™ Provaunt™ insecticide** offers a new mode of action to quickly control a wide range of caterpillars and other key pests. It stops feeding in hours—even minutes—and that stops damage to your turf and ornamentals. In addition to fast and effective control of targeted pests, Provaunt™ offers several unique features that save you time and money without compromising on performance: low application rates, reduced-risk active ingredient, and no buffer zones required.

**DuPont™ Advion® fire ant bait** gets your customers back on their turf faster—just 24 to 72 hours for total colony control. That's because Advion® is based on a new class of chemistry powered by the MetaActive™ compound. This unique, high-consumption bait formulation quickly attracts fire ants; MetaActive™ attacks the insects' nervous system, resulting in paralysis, then death. Advion® exhibits secondary effects when shared among fire ants, including the queen. Head-to-head trials against leading competitors prove it: Advion® averaged 98 percent control just three days after treatment.

Nothing stops late-stage mole crickets faster than DuPont™ Advion® mole cricket bait. The unique bait matrix, combined with the powerful, non-repellent active ingredient indoxacarb, is fast and effective against hard-to-control mole crickets when applied during spring and late summer/fall. University of Florida research shows nearly 95 percent reduction in turf damage using Advion®. Even after an unexpected rainstorm, Advion® mole cricket bait outperformed competitors.

Premier courses deserve premier treatment with DuPont™ TranXit® herbicide. University field trials demonstrate that it aids in spring transition and fall overseeding programs. Spring use of TranXit® controls ryegrass to give your bermudagrass the opportunity for more rapid and complete re-establishment after winter dormancy. Then, follow up with a fall application of TranXit® to control annual bluegrass prior to overseeding for the winter.

Premier courses deserve premier treatment with DuPont™ TranXit® herbicide. University field trials demonstrate that it provides effective control of *Poa annua* for overseeded or non-overseeded turf in the fall. And a spring application of TranXit® controls ryegrass to give your bermudagrass the opportunity for more rapid and complete re-establishment after winter dormancy. TranXit® was developed by DuPont and features low application rates.
Know the Sign.

Greater Than or Equal To. Quali-Pro products feature formulation quality second to none for performance results equal to the competitive brands they replace. Backed by the strength of Makhteshim Agan Industries, Quali-Pro is focused on quality, value, performance and the success of their customers in the professional turf and ornamental industry.

Quali-Pro Prodiamine 65 WDG Herbicide for pre-emergent broadleaf and grassy weed control. Can be used spring or fall.

Quali-Pro T-NEX™ 1 AQ plant growth regulator’s micro-emulsion concentrate is used to manage growth and improve quality and stress tolerance in turfgrass.

Fosetyl-Al 80 WDG delivers long-lasting, broad-spectrum preventive control of diseases such as Pythium and Phytophthora in turf and ornamentals and bedding plants.

Quali-Pro Dithiopyr 40 WSB Herbicide with both pre- and early-post emergent control of crabgrass. Non-staining formulation.

Quali-Pro Imidacloprid .5G or 75 WSB Insecticide provides foliar and systemic insect control in turfgrass and landscape ornamentals. Control white grub larvae, European crane fly, cutworms, mole crickets and more.

Quali-Pro Ipro 2 SE Fungicide for the prevention and control of certain diseases such as Snow Mold, Brown Patch, Anthracnose on turf grass and ornamentals.
Floratine Products Group, based outside of Memphis, TN, uses a highly trained distribution team that employs a quantitative-based approach to developing proactive turfgrass nutrition programs and innovative solutions for turfgrass challenges. With data from scientific analysis, Floratine representatives work side-by-side with superintendents and turf professionals to manage programs that not only alleviate troublesome turf challenges but also strengthen turf so it can resist day-to-day stress and stay healthy.

Floratine is a company managed by former superintendents and experts in agronomy, and their main goal is to help turf professionals with new solutions to old problems and simpler ways to tackle turf issues. The backbone to Floratine’s products is simple: Only the finest and purest raw ingredients are ever used in the development of its products because the company knows stressed turf does not need the extra challenge of processing less than optimal ingredients to survive.

With hot products like the new Turf Action Plan (TAP) Pack system, and new, improved ProteSyn, superintendents can look to Floratine throughout the growing season to help them keep their turf strong and healthy year round.

**TAP Pack system**
Floratine’s Turf Action Plan (TAP) system helps superintendents combat problems and address issues like aerification recovery, fairway color, heat stress, mining, spring start, tournament prep and winter strength through the use of targeted, specific applications of Floratine products.

To help make the TAP program even more accessible and user-friendly, Floratine developed the TAP Pack system. TAP Packs allow superintendents to easily prevent and/or identify and treat specific turf challenges in an easy-to-use format premeasured to cover one acre of turf.

**ProteSyn**
ProteSyn combines carbohydrates, proteins and essential vitamins to help plants improve photosynthetic efficiency, helping superintendents battle summer heat stress by aiding and enhancing the completion of photosynthetic activity, encouraging healthy cell division, respiration and energy conservation.

The carbon-rich compounds in ProteSyn contribute directly to plant energy reserves, mature protein production, complete amino acid resources, enhanced cell division and the appropriate carbon-to-nitrogen ratio.

**Carbon K**
Carbon K uses Floratine’s proprietary Carbon Power technology to enhance the uptake, translocation and utilization of key nutrients. Carbon K combines magnesium and a low-salt, non-burning source of potassium to ensure proper cell function and chlorophyll formation.

**Renaissance**
Renaissance ensures rapid uptake and makes available critical nutrients that are often deficient in turfgrass. Renaissance is the clear choice for promoting proper plant nutrition and delivering consistent, improved turf color and quality.

**Perk Up**
Perk Up’s blend of calcium, simple and complex carbohydrates and naturally occurring, organic compounds provides rapid relief to turf under photosynthetic and respiration stress. Perk Up includes elements required for wilt resistance and recovery, root growth and cellular strength.
Jacobsen® has been one of the most trusted names in golf and turf maintenance since 1921, providing the finest conditions for superintendents across the nation for 87 years and counting. Jacobsen has always been a company synonymous with innovation and quality, as the first company to introduce the greens mower, the triplex riding greens mower, the light fairway mower, the Turf Groomer® and modern electric mowing technology. At today’s Jacobsen, customers are the first priority. Designing the best equipment and backing it with the industry’s best service is what Jacobsen is all about. We listen to the customer and provide superintendents with everything they need on their course for when performance matters.

AR-522 rotary mower
For golf course superintendents looking to handle heavy volumes of grass and maintain the finest possible quality-of-cut over difficult terrain, the new AR-522 rotary mower is the answer. No other mower in its class can match the power, the cut or the versatility.

- Revolutionary new TrimTek deck with exclusive downdraft blades keeps clippings suspended longer for exceptional mulching results.
- Exclusive three-tiered discharge opening distributes clippings more evenly for a superior after-cut appearance.
- Increased deck volume allows the AR-522 to cut in more severe conditions.
- Best-in-class traction capability with on-demand control from the operator station.

- More horsepower per width-of-cut than any mower in its class. Coupled with the new and improved decks and climbing system, it allows the AR-522 to lead the category in climbing performance.
- Easily converts from discharge to mulch in minutes with a single wrench.
- 2-post TOPS standard (ASAE S547).

Quad Tine Holder for GA-24
A new aeration accessory from Jacobsen allows superintendents to more than double their productivity during annual core aeration, saving both time and money. By introducing the new quad tine holders for its Greensaire 24 aerator, Jacobsen is adding to its full line of industry-leading aeration equipment with a product that offers better hole quality and removes nearly 12 percent of the area covered with each pass. With just two aereations per year, superintendents can remove more than the USGA recommendation of 20 percent of greens area to sustain maximum playability and high-level course conditions.

"With the Jacobsen quad tine holders on the GA 24, you remove more in just two passes than what it takes other brands to remove in three or four passes. This is significant when you add up the lost revenue of closing the course down during core aeration," explains Rob Arthur, Jacobsen product manager. Fitted with quad tine holders, the GA 24 removes 80 percent more material per pass than comparable machines from other leading manufacturers. With its best-in-class hole quality and staggered grid pattern, the coring holes will also heal more quickly and be less noticeable in a shorter period of time.

"The quad tine holder changes tine spacing to 1 inch by 1 inch," Arthur says, "providing the most productivity of any aerator in its class and saving courses substantial amounts of time and money by eliminating at least one aeration per year, if not more."

The quad tine holders are available from authorized Jacobsen dealers. The GA 24 is available with a windrow attachment to prevent operators from running over cores during aeration.
John Deere Golf offers quality agronomic products, precise irrigation systems and innovative equipment for golf course construction, renovation, and ongoing mowing and maintenance. As the official golf course equipment and irrigation supplier to the PGA TOUR, John Deere brings tournament-level quality to today’s courses, giving golf course superintendents the products, expertise and support they need.

The John Deere 2500E Hybrid Riding Greens Mower was designed to respond to tough demands with an innovative solution. As the industry’s first hybrid greens mower, the 2500E features an electric reel drive system that eliminates 102 potential leak points, produces lower sound levels and can increase fuel savings by 30 percent, while maintaining the highest quality of cut.

- Three 22-in. cutting units are available with either seven- or 11-blade reels.
- Optional smooth or grooved front roller.
- Height of cut can be adjusted from 5/64 inch to 1.25 inches.
- Standard patented John Deere White Box™ controller, allowing quick, on-board electrical diagnosis.

John Deere Golf’s 7400 TerrainCut Trim & Surrounds Mower includes a Width-on-demand system and best-in-class horsepower. Additionally, it is designed to maximize operator comfort and ease of use, while providing better hill-climbing and traction with the exclusive GRIP All-Wheel Drive Traction System.

- Only mower capable of extending all the way to 74 inches and back to 68 inches width-of-cut at the touch of a button.
- Right or left deck can independently shift a full 15 inches to give you the flexibility you need for every situation.
- 37.1 hp, turbo-charged diesel engine.
- The double-acting yoke system allows the deck to pivot at two points, helping the mower closely follow contours.

John Deere’s 8000 Series PrecisionCut Fairway Mowers reflect customer input through their power, traction and cut quality, as well as improved comfort and ease of use. Innovations include more precise steering and a best-in-class hydraulic down-pressure system. And, the GRIP All-Wheel Drive Traction System results in improved traction and better hill-climbing ability.

- Featuring more power, but less noise and emissions.
- Utilizing 22-in. ESP cutting units with 7-in. diameter reels.
- Two pressure-sensing, flow-compensating backlapping valves enhance the quality of cut.

eAurora Professional Irrigation is John Deere’s Internet-based irrigation management system. It includes all the functionality of Aurora Professional Central Software that users have come to count on, including flow management capabilities, allowing superintendents to control water volume from anywhere.

- Remotely monitor sites;
- eAurora is accessible from any Internet-capable computer or PDA, giving users an added level of control and freedom.
- Abolishes time-consuming software upgrades and programming; updates are loaded seamlessly when the user logs in.
- Optimized for a small-screen format that can run quickly on a handheld device.
- Allows programming, program writing and alarm log review.

John Deere Golf now offers a new Supreme Golf Seed line created by LESCO. This comprehensive product line features seed for fairways, tees, greens and roughs, which incorporates advanced generation turfgrass varieties. Varieties include elite, low-mow Kentucky bluegrasses; gray leaf spot resistant perennial ryegrasses; and high endophyte fescues for improved drought tolerance and insect resistance. Also included are creeping bentgrass varieties with excellent National Turfgrass Evaluation Program performance, outstanding seedling vigor and improved disease resistance.

- Unique characteristics are stable through many years of growth.
- Integrity has been maintained through the planting, growing, harvesting, cleaning and blending process.
LebanonTurf, a division of Lebanon Seaboard Corp., offers several product lines dedicated to the needs of green industry professionals. Golf course superintendents, sports turf managers and landscape professionals know they can count on LebanonTurf to provide the products they need to thrive in today's competitive business environment. A devoted network of dealers and distributors add value with their outstanding service, local knowledge of agronomic needs, and insight into their specific markets. Recognized as an industry leader for our innovative technologies, we understand the bottom line is delivering value to the customers we serve. At LebanonTurf, we are improving the way professionals care for turf.

**Country Club**

Country Club is Lebanon Turf’s premier homogeneous methylene urea fertilizer line that combines traditional high-WIN products with LebanonTurfs cutting edge Composite Technology granulation process. You won’t find a more efficient nitrogen package in a homogeneous fertilizer today.

**ParEx**

ParEx blended fertilizer contains IBDU slow-release nitrogen, the agronomic benchmark of universities for nearly 30 years. Because IBDU delivers the highest amount of available WIN per pound of nitrogen, just one application provides steady green-up with no risk of surge growth. With Par Ex, you’ll experience less leaching, less thatch buildup and less surge growth, regardless of turf type, all season long.

**MESA**

MESA® is the first nitrogen source to combine ammonium sulfate with methylene urea in a single particle. The result is an effective and efficiently controlled nitrogen source. MESA provides a consistent, brilliant color with virtually no burn potential. Unlike SCU, MESA does not rely on a coating or lose its slow-release attributes when cracked. With MESA, even if cracked, the granule still maintains its slow-release properties. That’s why half a piece of MESA is still MESA! (Typical Nitrogen Release: 6-9 weeks)

**IsoTek**

IsoTek® provides a versatile, controlled-release source of nitrogen ideal for most soil types and conditions. Its dual-release nitrogen package of IBDU® slow-release nitrogen and Meth-Ex 40® methylene urea is created with patented Composite Technology*. You’ll experience better particle dispersion, reliability and nitrogen efficiency, providing consistent results time after time.

**Expo**

Designed to extend the benefits of potassium, Expo® is a unique, patented, single particle made by combining methylene urea and potassium sulfate. It goes beyond standard sulfate of potash found in most fertilizers; Expo was specifically designed to deliver a more efficient, cost-effective, controlled source of potash only available in LebanonTurf products. (Typical Nitrogen Release: 10-14 weeks; Typical Potassium Release: 6-8 weeks)
The Oregon Fine Fescue Commission promotes quality Chewings and creeping red (FINE) fescues. The Oregon Tall Fescue Commission promotes Oregon quality TALL fescue seed. Both are grown in Oregon, the Grass Seed Capital of the World, by professional seedsmen. More grass seed is produced in Oregon for a reason: we have the best growers and growing conditions in the world.

Turf maintenance professionals know that starting with the best seed available pays dividends in less maintenance, and a healthy, visually appealing turf. Every box, bag or bucket of seed has an attached analysis tag stating the origin of the seed inside. When you buy “ORIGIN: OREGON” seed, you’re assured that it’s a premium quality product produced in the Grass Seed Capital of the World.

Fine and tall fescues are beautiful to look at, but the real beauty is in their low maintenance and environmental friendliness. Chewings and creeping red fescues are naturally shade and drought tolerant, and require less fertilizer than other cool-season grasses. They are often mixed with perennial ryegrass and Kentucky bluegrass for added shade tolerance and fine turf quality. Some uses include golf course roughs, home lawns and parks.

Many more golf courses are capitalizing on “the dunes look” of windswept fine fescue seedheads that result from mixing several fine fescues. This results in a stand that requires minimal attention and is typically mowed once a year in the fall.

Some links-type courses mow their Chewings-type fescues to fairway height, and even to ¼-in. for putting greens. When cut to fairway and greens height, colonial bentgrass is typically mixed with the fine fescue.

Deep-rooted Tall Fescues are drought, shade and wear tolerant. They also stabilize the soil, and when established, they are ideal for golf course roughs and cart path areas. Their heat tolerance helps around bunker faces, where sun reflecting off the bunker sand makes other species uncomfortable.

Many newer fine and tall fescues contain endophytes useful in repelling leaf-eating insects without the use of chemicals. Dr. Bill Meyer at Rutgers University made the following comments about fine and tall fescues, present and future:

- The advantage tall fescue has is that it is wear tolerant, it’s shade tolerant which is a problem in the (golf course) rough and once you get a tall fescue established, it’s a very tough, wear tolerant grass. We’re working on the establishment, density and the compactness, which means reduced mowing for the homeowner (and superintendent) if they’re more compact. We’re also looking at color retention.

- Tall fescue requires more fertilizer than fine fescue. Fine fescue is exceptional in that it holds its density with less fertilizer.

- The big advantage fine fescue has is the fact that we have new endophytes that are conveying disease resistance, and they’re more heat tolerant and higher quality.

- Because we now have better creepers and better Chewings types, and they have a lot of shade situations, it would be wise for lawn care companies to include them in a lawn mixture.

- I did a blend study using one-third each Chewings, creeping and hard fescue, which is commonly found in golf course extreme roughs and around bunkers, and they work very well together. It was great.

- Chewings fescues take the short height of cut demanded for tees, fairways and greens on Scottish links-type golf courses, where creepers and hard fescues will survive at a height of 1 ½-in. and higher. Chewings fescue mixed with colonial bentgrass stabilizes sandy soils and resists dollar spot if it occurs in the bentgrass.
Not Just A Herbicide Company Anymore!
PBI/Gordon’s professional product line includes insecticides, plant growth regulators, plant nutrient supplements and anti-transpirants, as well as the industry’s best broadleaf herbicide options for turf!

You can count on PBI/Gordon to develop optimum turf product formulations that meet real world needs and to provide the services and product stewardship that keep our industry strong.

**Q4® Turf Herbicide for Grassy & Broadleaf Weeds—the “Army Knife” of Herbicides**
- Gives post-emergent yellow nutsedge suppression, crabgrass control plus broadleaf weeds-FAST!
  - Fast crabgrass and foxtail control
  - Superior yellow nutsedge suppression
  - Rapid desiccation and death of broadleaf weeds
  - Highly selective on cool-season turf grasses
  - Rainfast in six hours
  - Suitable for applications up to 90°F

**Surge® Broadleaf Herbicide for Turf**
- For warm-weather weed control—fast.
  - Controls spurge and other warm-weather weeds such as knotweed, plantain, oxalis, clover and dandelion
  - Suppresses yellow nutsedge
  - Applications can be made up to 90°F without loss of efficacy or speed
  - Up to two times faster than other amine products. Fast visible response reduces call backs

**SpeedZone® Broadleaf Herbicide for Turf**
- Provides the fastest broadleaf weed control ever!
  - Excels in cool-weather weed control
  - Extended application window
  - Rainfast in as little as three hours
  - Reseed in two weeks
  - Low-odor formulation

**FeRROMEC® Liquid Iron plus MICROS—Nutrient and mineral supplements for maximum plant health.**
- Provides macro and micronutrients essential to plant health
- Corrects chlorosis due to unavailability of iron or other micronutrients
- Chelated iron readily available
- Non-staining formula
- Tank-mix compatible with most turf care products

**Stop insect damage naturally with Azatrol™ EC Insecticide**
- Unique low-odor formulation of azadirachtin
- Multiple modes of action, including IGR, anti-feedant and anti-ovipositioning, make it virtually impossible for insect resistance to develop
- Excels at caterpillar control including cutworm and armyworm
- Controls most chewing and sucking insect pests
- Low risk to beneficial insect populations
- OMRI listed organic product

**Embark® T&O Growth Regulator**—used to prevent Poa seedheads in bentgrass
- Best Poa annua seedhead suppression
- Most consistent performance
- Broadest window of application
- Most economical seedhead suppression
- Most flexible application, single or split
Since 1954, Par Aide Products Co. has been providing the golf course industry with a superior line of golf course accessories. For a product to earn the Par Aide name, it must make superintendents’ jobs easier, help them do it better or perform a service that makes them look good to the golfer. When describing our products, our favorite words are long-lasting, maintenance-free, dependable and value. We take great pride in having grown our full line of golf course accessories by listening to our customers and through innovation and acquisition. Here are a few of our latest offerings:

**ProTect Rake Handle**
Our new, extra-durable, splinter-free rake handle has all the strength you’d expect from a traditional fiberglass handle and more. It features an extra-protective, long-lasting thermoplastic coating that dramatically reduces the chance of fiberglass splinters. Unlike non-coated fiberglass handles, where fibers can be exposed from prolonged weather conditions or small fractures, the ProTect’s unique coating ensures the fibers will stay enclosed in any condition. Plus, the ProTect is flexible and fade resistant, offering the best UV protection of any other rake handle on the market.

**Core Buster Drag Mat**
Our new Core Buster Drag Mat breaks up aerifying cores easier, faster, better. Made of durable interlocking polyethylene panels, it’s rust free and safer on your turf than steel mats. The unique design lets you create a variety of sizes to best fit the job at hand, with one drag mat. Also works great for breaking up grass clippings, dragging in top dressing and working in seeds when over-seeding.

**Accuform Turf Tools**
Choose from these four new tools to help maintain your course and keep it in top playing condition. The Accuform Profile Sampler gives you an undisturbed soil profile, allowing you to easily view the root zone and thatch. The Accuform Moisture Sensor is the ideal gauge for measuring the differences in your soil moisture conditions throughout your course. The Accuform Turf and Ball Mark Pluggers feature hollow handles that can hold up to 12 plugs each. The Turf Plugger takes plugs 2-2/3-in. wide by 2-1/2-in. deep, while the Ball Mark Plugger removes plugs 1-1/2-in. wide by 2-1/2-in. deep.

**Cast Aluminum Low-Profile Tee Markers**
Designed for a more subtle, lower-profile look, these markers are made of powder-coated cast aluminum, with attached stainless steel spikes. Easy to paint and refurbish. They’ll add a classic, elegant look to your course.
With its innovative unequal disc slitting system, the OverSeeder actually plants the seed firmly in the ground, providing outstanding seed-to-soil contact and providing unmatched germination. Boasting a tight spacing under 3 inches, each seed coulter is individually suspended and accurately follows terrain. The new seed box on the 1575 and 2075 uses a proven roller design that allows the machine an infinite range of feed rates with all seed types, from the very large to the very smallest bentgrass seed. With working speeds up to 9 mph, the new OverSeeder is capable of re-seeding a football field or golf course fairway in minutes.

SpeedSeed 1600
The Speedseed has been completely redesigned, making it the most rugged, economical and efficient version to date. The new Speedseed 1600 is equipped with individual cast spiker rings that enable the operator to make turns while in operation, saving time and effort.

Verti-Seed 1204
The Verti-Seed's unique action first opens the turf using special oval-shaped discs followed by small chisels. The seed is then fed through the seeding funnel and released just above the slit, where the wind cannot blow it away. The seed is deposited in the furrow accurately and can be precisely adjusted to give you exact rates even for very fine seed, like bent and fescues. The furrow is then sealed by the seeding shoe. Each seeding element is independently sprung, enabling the Verti-Seed to accurately seed on any ground contour.

Level Spike
The Level Spike, with four optional knives and spoon tines, improves soil drainage. The rear roller assures a safe operation, and its adjustment sets the working depth accurately. The Level-Spike is built tough and can be operated at speeds of 8.7 mph or faster. The choice of available widths enables customers to match the machine to their tractor and their specific requirements. An optional hydraulic weight transfer system uses the tractor’s hydraulics to force the tines into the ground, providing maximum aeration and drainage.

Verti-Knife 1800
The Verti-Knife 1800 is a multifunctional tool that uses four sets of cutting discs on a rotating cartridge at variable spacing and depths. It is the ultimate root zone management tool for all surfaces and can work at depths from zero to 6 inches at high working speeds. The Verti-Knife has five basic functions and positions. Simple and quick adjustments finetune the Verti-Knife for the right function and working depth.
At Syngenta, we invest heavily in research and development—a commitment that allows us to constantly enhance our offerings to meet the emerging needs of the golf course superintendent. We not only introduce new products, such as Tenacity™ herbicide, but we also continually improve our existing products, such as Daconil® fungicide featuring SuperWeatherStik®. We also strive to make the job of the golf course superintendent more efficient with our leading portfolio of fungicides, called The Turf Essentials™. They are the basis of a comprehensive disease management program.

Syngenta continues to offer innovative programs such as GreenCast® (www.greencastonline.com), a web-based technology platform that delivers customized weather, pest and reference information directly to customers’ desktops. There is also GreenPartners® (www.greenpartners.com), which allows purchasers of Syngenta products to accrue points that can be redeemed for business tools to help them improve operations at their courses.

For more information about the products featured below, as well as other Syngenta products and services for golf course management, please call 1-866-SYNGENTA (796-4368) or visit www.syngentaprofessionalproducts.com.

**Tenacity™**

Tenacity™ herbicide provides turf managers with a selective, systemic herbicide, with pre- and post-emergence grass and broadleaf weed control in several cool- and warm-season turf species. Tenacity provides the flexibility to control weeds in established turfgrass stands and is safe for turf seeds. This herbicide has a novel mode of action based on a naturally produced compound from the bottlebrush plant (Callistemon citrinus) that is absorbed by leaves, shoots and roots to rapidly translocate through susceptible plants.

**Turf Essentials™**

At Syngenta, we know that good turf conditions don’t just happen—they are created. By treating golf courses proactively with The Turf Essentials™ combination-product strategy, superintendents have the cornerstone of a broad-spectrum disease control system. Concert®, Headway®, and Instrata® fungicides, along with the mainstay of all turf fungicides, Daconil®, give you a strong foundation of protection.

The Turf Essentials portfolio includes:

- **Headway fungicide**—A green and fairway fungicide with dual mode of action providing control of all major turf diseases. Headway can be used at a low 0.75 oz/1,000 ft² rate for cost-effective control for 14 days. Headway is highly effective at full rates for longer length of control.
- **Instrata fungicide**—Multiple modes of action for both contact and systemic protection. Broad-spectrum control includes anthracnose, dollar spot, gray leaf spot, summer patch and others.
- **Concert fungicide**—An ideal disease control product for the entire course with efficient and economical control of 13 prevalent turf diseases. Concert has a dual mode of action and is outstanding at low rates for dollar spot protection.
- **Daconil**—The No. 1 turf fungicide, with proven disease control. Daconil provides premium, proven leading-edge formulation technology and is effective in resistance management programs.

©2008 Syngenta, Syngenta Professional Products, Greensboro, NC 27419. Important: Always read and follow label instructions before buying or using these products. Tenacity™ is not currently registered for use in all states. Please check with your state or local extension service prior to buying or using this product. The Turf Essentials™, Concert®, GreenCast®, GreenPartners®, Headway®, Instrata®, Daconil®, SuperWeather Stik® and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. warrants that its products conform to the chemical description set forth on the products’ labels. NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL APPLY TO SYNGENTA’S PRODUCTS. Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. neither assumes nor authorizes any representative or other person to assume for it any obligation or liability other than such as is expressly set forth herein. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION, INC. BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF ITS PRODUCTS. No statements or recommendations contained herein are to be construed as inducements to infringe any relevant patent now or hereafter in existence.
Target Specialty Products is the West’s leading wholesale distributor of specialty agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, application equipment, services and education. Since 1969, Target has provided products and services to both the public and private sectors in the following markets: golf, landscape, nursery, professional pest management and vegetation management. Committed to quality through service, Target is ISO 9002 certified and provides specialized training and education programs, risk management, worker safety classes and regulatory compliance.

In achieving ISO 9002 certification, all processes and procedures throughout the company from customer service to shipping and receiving are documented. ISO 9002 certification ensures consistent, reliable service.

Target Specialty Products carries a complete product line of disease and pest management products and equipment including:

- Adjuvants, Wetting Agents
- Fertilizers, Herbicides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Soil Surfactants
- Soil Conditioners & Amendments
- Lake and Pond Herbicides, Algaecides and Colorants
- Spreader and Nutrient Management Products
- Spray Application Equipment, Parts and Accessories
- Personal Safety and Protective Equipment

Branch Offices

SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA
15415 Marquardt Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
800-352-3870

SAN JOSE, CA
1155 Mabury Road
San Jose, CA 95133
800-767-0719

FRESNO, CA
2478 N. Sunnyside Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727
800-827-4389

SAN MARCOS, CA
431 Daisy Lane
San Marcos, CA 92078
800-237-5233

SAN MARCOS, CA
431 Daisy Lane
San Marcos, CA 92078
800-237-5233

SACRAMENTO, CA
524 Galveston St.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
800-533-0816

TEMPE, AZ
1059 W. Geneva Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282
800-352-5548

PORTLAND, OR
13010 NE David Circle
Portland, OR 97230
877-827-4381

LAS VEGAS, NV
3455 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
N. Las Vegas, NV 89032
866-472-3695
Founded on Quality
The Penn bentgrass family began in 1955, when Professor Burton Musser established a research and development program at Penn State University. His goal was to breed a creeping bentgrass that would withstand summer heat, crowd out Poa annua and other weeds, and tolerate disease. Toward those ends, he ultimately developed a variety that exhibited hybrid vigor, good seed yield, aggressive growth, disease resistance, tolerance of diverse soil types, successfully fills in divots, ability to thrive at low mowing heights and of course overall beautiful appearance and color—it came to be known as Penncross.

Musser's breakthrough bentgrass soon became the world's most widely used and successful variety of its type. In 1973, in an effort to maintain the impeccable integrity of the variety, the Penncross Bentgrass Growers Association was formed to be the exclusive purveyor of the variety. The Association then created Tee-2-Green Corporation to market Penncross, as well as the future Penn bentgrass varieties.

Built on Research
Over the last half-century, a wide range of turfgrass industry experts and organizations have compiled volumes of research data on the Penn bentgrass varieties. The studies range from NTEP-managed bentgrass trials representing all seed companies to university-sponsored research on a particular topic, to independent research carried out by golf course superintendents on site. The most recent results can be found online at www.tee-2-green.com/research.html.

In addition to building its reputation with research conducted by a wide range of organizations and individuals, Tee-2-Green also formed a partnership with Pure-Seed Testing, Inc. Founded in 1975, Pure-Seed Testing, Inc. operates one of the largest cool-season private plant breeding facilities in the world. The research company maintains and tests several putting greens featuring Penn bentgrass varieties at its locations in Hubbard, OR, and Rolesville, NC.

Thanks in part to the diligent research of Pure-Seed Testing, Inc., working with Dr. Joe Duich, the Penn bentgrass family has grown to include additional varieties, as well as improved versions of earlier varieties. Today, Penncross is joined by the likes of Penneagle II, PennLinks II, Penn A's & G's, Seaside II and a variety of additional blends designed to meet the varying needs of superintendents in every environment.

The latest variety to join the Penncross family is Crystal BlueLinks, a creeping bent with a bluish tint ideally selected for fairway and topping the 2006 NTEP fairway trials. Its superior growth characteristics, appearance and high quality make it the first choice of both high-end private golf clubs and small municipal courses.

Committed to Excellence
Tee-2-Green remains the worldwide leader in the bentgrass product offering, in part, thanks to the leadership of Bill Rose. Rose, who has been involved with the grass seed industry since the 1940s, together with the dedicated growers of the Penncross Bentgrass cooperative, established the highest purity standards for certified seed of .04% crop and .03% weeds and no objectionable weeds (except for Pennway marketed by Tee-2-Green). No other competing company can make that claim.

Today, all of the Penn bentgrasses from Tee-2-Green are rigorously monitored for quality from planting to final delivery. Only those Penn bent varieties that meet or exceed rigorous production and certification criteria can bear the Blue Tag, which verifies their purity.
Loveland Products, Inc. (LPI) is a uniquely positioned manufacturer of chemicals, fertilizers and seed offering a broad range of quality turf and ornamental products. The LPI portfolio of products is sold exclusively through UAP Professional Products and Western Farm Service via their dedicated and knowledgeable sales staff across the country.

Regulas® 0-0-6
Regulas 0-0-6 is a premium liquid formulation of plant growth activators and protein builders that gives turf maximum protection and recovery from environmental stresses. REGULAS contains 0.25% silica, concentrated humic and fulvic acids, kelp extracts, and amino acids combined with potassium and iron chelate. REGULAS will aid in bolstering the plant's defenses against stress, and will assist in the development of a healthy, robust root system.

C-Alpha®
C-Alpha is a liquid formulation of calcium, plant growth activators, and protein builders that provide turf maximum protection and recovery from environmental stresses. C-Alpha contains concentrated humic & fulvic acids, kelp extracts, and amino acids to help build plant defense mechanisms. Calcium is an essential micronutrient for strong cell wall development.

Starline® 18-3-6 (50% SRN)
StarLine is a premium line of liquid fertilizers formulated with the highest quality materials. StarLine formulates a variety of NPKs as well as unique single element materials, using liquid methylene urea and other elemental forms to induce programmable and predictable growth based on plant needs. StarLine products can be tank mixed with a variety of pesticides and other nutritionals for safe use. Rest assured that StarLine products are designed with the lowest salt potential and correct pH for maximum plant safety. When safety and quality are demanded, take confidence with StarLine products.

Fully Chelated Micronutrient Package
- 4% Fe (Derived from APCA & EDTA)
- 4% Mg (Derived from APCA & EDTA)
- 2% Mn (Derived from APCA & EDTA)
- 1% Zn (Derived from APCA & EDTA)

A fully driven reaction process guarantees the most effective quality micronutrients available. Feature Professional is a WSMG formulation that is a homogenous, virtually dust-free, water-soluble micro-granular that will not shake out or segregate with time.

C-Alpha
C-Alpha is a liquid formulation of calcium, plant growth activators, and protein builders that provide turf maximum protection and recovery from environmental stresses. C-Alpha contains concentrated humic & fulvic acids, kelp extracts, and amino acids to help build plant defense mechanisms. Calcium is an essential micronutrient for strong cell wall development.